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ABSTRACT

Not only are in-depth (theoretically informed) longitudinal (reflective) field studies few and far between, it has been argued in these studies that little is known about the design and implementation of accounting and information systems that operate in today's world-class organizations. Using such an approach this study seeks to illustrate and analyse the implementation processes of an integrated accounting and cost management system using the SAP system at a major steel producer in Australia. It is demonstrated that the technical design of the system is only a part of the implementation process. Keeping 'actor-networks' in line and managing change including behavioural implications on the implementation are also seen as crucial issues, which are outcomes of a continuous translation process.

1. INTRODUCING PROBLEM(S) OF THE STUDY

The implementation of a major system change is a complex process with far-reaching organizational ramifications. Such a major change is the subject of this paper which describes the stages in the implementation of an integrated accounting and cost management system using the SAP system in a major Australian company, a company that had for a long time been an 'icon' in the Australian economy. Through initial field investigations we had identified that from the mid-1980s there had been a continuous effort by the company (viz. BHP-PPD) to understand and improve its costing system both in terms of systems and costing principles. In 1989 (between July and October) a Costing System Review (CSR) team of the company – the researched organization – together with a consulting group (a public accounting firm) carried out a review on its existing costing management systems – its concepts and principles. The team recognized that there were significant shortcomings in existing technologies for its costing (direct integrated costing system – DISC) and other systems. Having recognized such lacks, a team from the Finance and Planning (accounting) department focused on the urgency of developing an integrated system which could supply and manage an online, real-time, flexible and user-friendly accounting and cost management system (CMS). In an effort to do so, in April 1990 the costing team examined the possibility of overcoming the technological incapacity by in-house systems development. Following on that examination, during May and June 1990, a team called commercial-in-confidence (three senior executives – two from BHP-PPD and one from BHP-IT) visited ten related world-class companies in the UK and the USA. The visit was not only provided a greater awareness of contemporary practices of CMS but also enabled the team to compare the related competitors' data processing technologies with that in the researched organization, specifically in respect of managing the cost management and other systems.

A consequence was the selection of the SAP system and a preliminary evaluation was carried out during August and September 1990. A part of the evaluation report from the team was as follows: SAP Evaluation 17/9/1990 – 21/9/1990

The original timetable for the SAP evaluation did not proceed as anticipated.

Unfortunately the presentation by SAP fell short of expectations. The review team were informed that SAP would provide working examples of SAP modules using SPPD's Data (previous name of BHP-PPD prior to restructuring – Slab, Plate and Product Division).

At the end of session on the 18th, all process costing issues, including budgeting, variance analysis, etc., had been covered.

This, however, left the review team unsure as to SAP's ability to meet SPPD's specific requirements as documented.

We took a decision to cancel the session scheduled for 20/9 and 21/9 to concentrate on our core costing requirements.

We proceeded in the following manner on 19/9 and 20/9:

- Overview of the SAP's job order costing modules;
- Recapped the SAP's cost centre accounting module in specific detail with reference to meet SPPD's requirements;
- Discussed SAP's ability to meet each point outlined in section 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 of our requirements document.

On the last day, 21/9, we received a general overview of the sessions we had cancelled earlier, such as Accounts Payable, Project Costing, Maintenance Costing, Procurement, as well as Income Analysis modules.

SAP appears to be able to address most of the costing requirements specified in our document. The methods used within SAP to address those requirements, however, are difficult to assess. The sessions we have been exposed to raise many more issues.

The only option available, that will enable a firm decision regarding SAP's suitability, is to proceed with the prototype model. The prototype model will be a simulation of SPPD's costing requirements within the SAP package. Issues regarding interfaces and modifications to existing systems will also be addressed.

SPPD and IT personnel must undertake a series of SAP training sessions in order to hands on working example is therefore necessary to assess SAP's suitability in meeting SPPD's requirements. SAP has an intricate system that shows potential in meeting our requirements.

It is obvious a package will never be an easy fit. The Cost System Review team's prototype must address the impact within FPD in changing our current systems and procedures to accommodate SAP's structure.

(Source: Company Data – Report on SAP Presentation, September 1990)
From the conclusion, it is apparent that, on the one hand, the team was of the opinion that the task of implementing SAP technology for the development of technologies for the management of CMS in the company would be daunting, while on the other hand, it demonstrated the optimism in the team and the management in the potential of SAP as a replacement for their own unsatisfactory system(s). Consequently, they sought more resources, showdoners, prototypes and training in order to learn, become familiar with and understand the SAP system, which further supports the view of how a few (hesitant) individuals (cf. Preston et al., 1992) took the initial responsibility for evaluating new data processing technology (the SAP system) for CMS development at FPD. However, this initial SAP system evaluation was ‘only the beginning of a long battle’ (cf. Chua, 1995) for implementing an integrated CMS in the company.

The next section of this paper outlines the background literature. This is followed by our story of the implementation and/or fabrication processes of an integrated accounting and CMS at the researched organisation, which consists of three subsections: discursive conditions for a change at FPD, trial of a standalone CMS development, and multiple happenings and implementation of an integrated CMS. The final section contains our conclusions and implications for such an implementation to (management) accounting.

2. BACKGROUND LITERATURE

Over the last two decades or so, a wide range of reflexive field studies have been conducted using several interpretative (critical) theoretical stances and strategies (for example, Burrell et al., 1988; Berry et al., 1985; Laughlin, 1984, 1988; Broadhurst et al., 1991; Armstrong, 1987, 1991; Lofthus, 1985; Hopwood, 1987; Capps et al., 1989; Macintosh and Scapens, 1991; Preston et al., 1992; Chua, 1995), among others. These studies support the view that very little is known about the actual functioning of accounting in organizations (Hopwood, 1979, 145; cf. Burrell et al., 1988; Cooper, 1983; Berry et al., 1985; Laughlin, 1987; Preston et al., 1992; Chua, 1995), but they also have advocated that methodological considerations beyond the undertaken and developing accounting theory and research (see Lofthus and Gallighan, 1997).

In this study, we utilized ‘sociology of translation’ or ‘actor-network theory’ as a framework to investigate the implementation of an integrated accounting and cost management system using the SAP system at a major steel producer in Australia. In so doing, we used a reflexive field research method, which is viewed to be more appropriate to enhance and reflect on subjective notions of knowledge claims, where ‘scientific facts and technical artefacts’ (i.e., science in the making) are not viewed as being part of a pre-existing natural order, simply waiting to be discovered by the people in academia and in the commercial world. Rather, they are the result of an elaborate ‘process of fabrication’ (Preston et al., 1992: 564). This conformed to our intention to become involved in the ‘process of fabrication’ using the framework of the ‘sociology of translation’ as has been developed by Michael Callon, John Law and Bruno Latour.

It is Bruno Latour who has introduced the term techno-science to emphasize his association with, and convergence on, a sociological tradition known as ‘science and technology studies’. The most prominent authors in this area include: Donald Mackenzie, Judy Wajeman, Steve Woolgar, Trevor Pinch, Wilhelm Bijker, Thomas Hughes, John Law, Michael Callon and Bruno Latour. Following on his predecessors’ works, Latour (1987) has drawn on two distinctive types of science—one of which is ‘ready made science’, the other, ‘science in the making’. He refers to this as the ‘two-faceted Janus’ of science (p. 4). Law and Latour relate these orientations of science to the diffusion and translation models, representing technological determination and the social dimension respectively. He then proceeds to relate the diffusion model to the ‘inertia’ principle of physics. He states, ‘according to the inertia principle, objects will move in the same direction as long as there is no obstacle’ (p. 267). In contrast to the diffusion model, Latour (1988) argues that in the ‘translation model’, first, there is no inertia account of the spread of a token’; and second, the ‘social action’ is seen as a continuous ‘transformative’ process. Third, he proclaims that the chains of actors are actively participating (performatively rather than instrumentally) in the shaping of facts and artefacts. In this translation model the concept ‘power’ is treated as a composition, that is, ‘the composition of a set of actors who are temporarily enrolled in the schemes of the powerful and who accordingly lend their efforts to his/her project’ (Law, 1986: 17). One of the central tenets of this translation or actor-network approach is that there is not a background, a determinant social structure that may be observed by social scientists. Rather, ‘what may be observed are sets of different people trying to define the nature of social structure, and then trying to persuade others to subscribe to that definition’ (Law, 1986). Thus, this authority advances a methodological corollary that ‘social scientists should stop trying to determine the nature of the social structure that they believe generates these conflicts, and instead treat the latter as data’. In other words, Latour argues that ‘society is not seen as the referent of extensive definition, but rather as being performed through the various efforts to define it’ (p. 18). "The new allies shape the idea or artefact to their own will — they do not so much transact as translate it" (Cochrane, 1992: 34). Thus, the concept of sociology of translation is determined.

Preston et al. (1992) used this translation approach in carrying out a reflexive ‘field-work’ of the budgeting fabrication (implementation) processes at the NHS (National Health Services) in the UK. They argue that

[just as the study of science has moved into the laboratory (Latour and Woolgar, 1979) so it may be fruitful if students (and researchers) of accounting in action also study the practices and discourse of management consultants, systems analysts, software engineers and designers, and accountants involved in fabricating (implementing) accounting and budgeting systems (p. 599).

They further advocate that:

Our investigation of the fabrication of budgets was particularly informed by three guidelines from Latour’s (1987) rules of method. Firstly, we chose a contextual accounting and budgeting technology to facilitate the identification of alternative possibilities. Secondly, we mapped networks of resources, support and use, both historically and across conventional organizational boundaries. In order to examine the multiplicity of people involved in the fabrication process, the third guideline was to attempt to be present in the fabrication process before the black box is closed and debates have died down.

(Preston et al., 1992: 567)

Another example is a study by Chua (1995) who also employs notions developed by Latour (1987) and Callon (1986) and their colleagues. She applies a ‘translation’ or ‘actor-network’ approach in investigating and writing up a ‘critical ethnography’ of the fabricating processes in the implementation of a case-mix DRG system (a cost accounting technology) at three public hospitals in Australia. She argues that

...the work of Latour and Callon draws attention to the persuasive power of non-human resources such as visual interpretations, academic texts and ‘centres of calculation’ (Latour, 1988). Paperwork such as formulae, graphs and charts are argued to possess many rhetorical advantages: they are mobile, immutable, recombining and are perceived to be built on many ‘facts’. Most important of all, inscriptions make the ‘black-box’ visible (pp. 115-16).

Bromley and Chua (2001) also carried out a field study using the ‘actor-network’ theory to illustrate how an organisation’s accounting system can be changed by a heterogeneous actor-network of
local and global actors and actants. Robson (1991: 550) relates the concept of 'the sociology of translation' to understand the processes through which accounting and the social can be interrelated.

In conceptualizing and relating this translation model to accounting changes, Robson (1991: 550) argues that the 'translation will refer to the process through which people are discursively and, in ways that construct individual and groups' interests in those discourses, and may subsequently provide motives for producing changes in accounting.' According to Robson (1991:560), the concept of translation can be seen as a construct for understanding the specific associations, connections or 'positive' relations that are made between accounting and its social context. Thus, Robson (1991: 560) argues that

in examining accounting change, it is necessary to attend to the process through which particular accounting statements, calculations and techniques are subject to a translation into wider social, economic and political discourses not normally associated with the apparently neutral, technical discourse and practices of accounting.

In our study, we used this approach to understand the translation processes of the implementation of an integrated accounting and cost management system using the SAP system and, in particular, our concern was with the changing ideas about how technology is built and used and the procedures and calculations that are made possible by the technology which can give rise to various emerging roles of accounting and a cost management system in an organizational context.

Field research processes: a note

We had been trying to gain access into a large organization for more than a year where restructuring or change process was under way. Eventually, we gained access to the research organization at the time when the SAP system implementation project was in progress. We carried out the 'active field work' (cf. Brier and Chen, 2001) over a period of two years during 1993-94. There were various modes of reflexive field research processes followed in this study. These processes included attending various meetings, review sessions and training courses to 'hands-on' and understanding the computer system; collecting a wide range of project design-related documents, minutes, discussion papers and other materials; conducting interviews (both formal and informal) with various levels of officials. For most of the involvement interviews were kept. Most of the interviews were tape-recorded. Initially, some interviews were not tape-recorded but were written up based on the notes taken during the interviews. These were conducted mainly to familiarize, maintain and develop further interactions in order to keep track of, and update, the implementation processes. Interviews were conducted with a general range of questions prepared before interviews and conducted with a focus on particular key questions depending on the nature and works with which the interviewee was involved. The questions were not followed up in a fixed order, and issues raised by subjects were pursued. These interviews, in fact, supplemented a vast body of comments and information gleaned from informal discussions. Extensive notes were also taken.

Access to the quasi-laboratory – the implementation project – was well accepted and there were very few obstacles to collecting the documents. Various internal documents (viz. a range of design papers, occasional papers, project design manuals both current and historical, various booklets of differing initiatives of the fabricating CMS and other systems) were collected through various interactions with the various officials both inside and outside the quasi-laboratory. Sometimes, extra copies of some of the design-related documentation were specially made available to the researcher. There was no shortage of co-operation. All the members became friendly, co-operative, open and supportive, and seemed to genuinely value the researcher's interest in the investigation of the complex activities of the project. Sources of secondary information (historical data) included the library of the researched, local newspapers, published books, special monographs, memos and journals and schools about the researched. Most of the secondary information about SAP International AG Ltd

was collected through personal interactions with the consultants and from their Australian head office.

Prentlow et al. (1992) have argued that in order to examine the multiplicity involved in any fabrication process there is a need to map various networks of resources both historically and across conventional organizational boundaries. However, it was not possible to attend all the meetings and note the attendance of the various actors (active-networks) involved in the fabrication. There were many overlapping meetings and diverse activities, of which one could only hope to get a general view with some specificity over a lengthy period of investigation.

3. OUR STORY OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN INTEGRATED CMS AT FPD

Our story of the implementation of an integrated accounting and cost management system at FPD is divided into three sections. The first is to report why such possibilities emerged: what discursive conditions were there at FPD? The second section reports a story on the initial trial of a standalone system development. The third section reports on the multiple happenings of subsequent implementations of the SAP system. The final subsection contains our conclusions.

The possibilities for improving the CMS at FPD

There were a number of discursive conditions and discrete events that might be seen as motivating the development and improvement of the CMS at the researched organization. Determination of the exact cut-off period (both beginning and ending) for an historical analysis of the emergence of CMS at FPD is difficult. This is because there were various programs carried out with a 'stop and start' syndrome over the last three decades at FPD. For our analysis, the year 1978 is considered as a significant starting point of the CMS development because it is the time when FPD moved for the first time into a computerized mainframe CMS with the introduction of the DISC (direct integrated standard costing) system. Subsequently, however, the period prior to the initiative of the form of what is called the quasi-laboratory is considered as a cut-off period. That is, up to the time when a consulting group and FPD in 1989 jointly carried out a study in evaluating the existing costing systems and its concepts and principles. This was the time when the first initiative for changing FPD's old (internal data processing) 'technologies' had begun.

Before elaborating the significant events in improving FPD's CMS, an understanding of its historical development is required.

Historical prelude to the CMS development at FPD

At the time of this study, there was no explicit formal definition of the term 'cost management system' at FPD. However, during the formation of the quasi-laboratory a tentative definition was formulated as a 'cost management system' is the provision of information needed by the managers to efficiently and effectively carry out their responsibility in regard to cost management. In addition, it is also noted that cost management information needs can be classified into three broad categories: strategic, operational, and financial. Although the focus of a CMS had been stunted and furthered by advancing these broad constitutive roles, during the early 1990s (i.e. at the early stage of the quasi-laboratory) one of FPD's immediate concerns was to focus on the development of "technologies" (i.e. computer systems for internal data processing). From the viewpoint of computer technologies (i.e. machines), a general understanding of the notion of a CMS at FPD not only comprised costing systems (i.e. finance and planning systems for data processing) but also all other related feeder systems. Thus, an understanding of a CMS at FPD is that it comprises not only the existing and financial accounting systems, but also other management information systems (MIS),
Since the introduction of the DISC system, there had been a continuous effort to understand and improve the costing system both in terms of systems and costing principles at FPD. However, there were many discrete events that could be seen as attempts to improve FPD's CMS during the period 1978 up to the formation of the quasi-laboratory. From a costing point of view, such developments can be described under the following categories: (a) DISC system and its related systems and costing concepts; (b) planned value control concept; (c) other systems, programs, and reviews.

(a) DISC system and its related systems and costing concepts: On Friday 20 January 1978 the Board of Directors approved a submission recommending the introduction of a new management reporting system known as the DISC (direct integrated standard costing) system in BHP's Steel Division. At the same time, FPD's (then the Australian Iron & Steel Co. Pty Ltd) also adopted its divisional costing system. DISC is a mainframe system, which was advanced for its time, albeit complex like any other computerized system. DISC system design supported a direct (marginal) costing system. In the DISC system a complex variance reporting facility existed. Details of such variance analyses were to be found in the Operating Guide manual of the DISC system (DISC Operating Guide, 1979) and it was claimed that one of the major strengths of DISC was the calculation of detailed variances. This is not to suggest that it was without limitations; such as too many variances sent out to the users, inability to aggregate them for reporting purposes, long paper chase and lot of manual work.

Parallel to the DISC modifications, there had been a series of feeder system developments at FPD. These feeder systems are developed either in-house or bought from outside software companies. In fact, FPD's existing cost management systems were designed on the principle of a series of 'feeder systems', each performing their own individual functions, supplying data to a common data pool available for different purposes by a range of costing and related systems (Costing System Review, 1989). In particular, the major association of FPD's existing costing systems consists of: data collection system (DSS), DISC system, capital costing system (CCC), general ledger system (CLG) and numerous several feeder systems (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 FDPs existing costing system

The Costing System Review (1989) team concluded that there was nothing wrong with the existing costing system architecture. Rather, the team recommended that existing constraints were largely due to technology limitations including the lack of databases for convenient access. However, the team identified a number of deficiencies in the existing systems. They include: (a) errors and reporting delays limit the effectiveness for cost control, (b) measurement and reporting error affects the effectiveness of responsibility accounting, (c) the systems were rigid and inconvenient, (d) extensive manual processing, (e) errors hard to trace, (f) data inaccessible for special analysis, (g) lack of integration, on-line processing, real-time access, (h) DISC was very complex, and both its concepts and associated terminology caused confusion, and aggregation facilities were limited in the DSS system. However, the DISC system brought forth many changes at FPD and enabled costing personnel to look forward to the development of their CMS, both in terms of systems and cost management principles.

(b) Introduction of the planned value control (PVC) concept into the CMS: During the period 21 July to 8 August 1986, in accordance with a technical co-operation agreement signed by Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC) and FPD (then SPFD) the introduction of planned value control (PVC) into the CMS matrix of the steelworks. Together with PVC, NSC also looked at the possibility of introducing an integrated quality control system and how these control systems could be positioned and used in FPD as part of total quality management (TQC). On the basis of the NSC's report (NSC, 1986), FPD incorporated the PVC concept into their CMS matrix in order to improve the performance measurement (feedback and feed forward control) at all levels. It is a concept of setting co-ordinated plans and reviewing these plans regularly against the actual performance. The PVC concept involves the setting of specific 'forward-looking' targets for key parameters of operational and control cost and showing actual performance against these targets. These targets are called planned values (PVs). A key aspect is that these targets are not imposed from above but are set by those people responsible for that performance. The drive for continual improvement is an essential part of the setting of planned values. It is a concept, which supports the PDCA cycle of total quality control (TQC) philosophy in setting PVs.

The PDCA cycle is 'Plan', 'Do', 'Check' and 'Act'. The cycle starts by developing a 'Plan' for what needs to be accomplished in any given time frame. In this phase there is a need for analysing the existing situation so that appropriate objectives can be set to improve present practices. The 'Do' phase incorporates the applications of the plan undertaken. That is, it involves putting the plan into effect. The 'Check' phase involves investigating whether the desired improvements have been attained. In the 'Act(on)' phase the successful aspects of the plan are identified and become new benchmarks for future improvements. This cycle is a continuous process: no sooner is an improvement made than it becomes the standard to be challenged with new plans for further improvements. That is, the cycle continues by returning to the 'Plan' phase to set objectives for further opportunities that have been identified.

It is claimed that PVC was one of the founding platforms for the introduction of TQC at FPD. In addition, it has been considered a systematic and formalized way of improving CMS by encouraging cross-functional involvement at all levels such as production, supply, maintenance, finance and planning, and human resources departments (see Loth, 1995). From a costing and budgeting point of view these planned values are targets or standard values that form the basis of evaluating operating results. In a way, the PDCA cycle aims at formalizing a process structure that enables active involvement and participation at all levels from top management down to the shop-floors level.

Although the PVC concept has been used at FPD to manage various facets of the business at FPD, it has not been without limitations. The Costing System Review (1989) team identified several problems concerning the operations of the PVC concept at FPD. For example, it was stated that:
It is difficult to determine the extent of changes to planned values prior to submission and acceptance. The current method of setting P/Vs is unsatisfactory, as it involves multiple handling of data. Changes to P/Vs are made without the users' knowledge. The time delay in effecting a change to a P/V is unacceptable to the user departments. It takes 8 weeks for changes to be reflected in the cost reports.

(Costing System Review, 1989)

This is one of the reasons why FPD's finance and planning department had looked forward to implementing an IBS system to improve its CMS.

(v) Other systems and programs

During the 1980s, various initiatives, including the engagement of consultants, were undertaken by FPD for various systems developments and programs attempting to improve its CMS. This resulted in numerous management programs being initiated over the years, but also made management more aware and gave increased visibility to its existing programs and systems. Pressures from the corporate BHP Steel group in the late 1980s also resulted in numerous management programs such as a performance management program along with other initiatives such as working capital management and value-based management programs, to improve the cost management practices throughout the BHP Steel divisions. However, the analyses of all the details of the existing systems and programs that can be included in the CMS matrix at FPD were not attempted.

Trial for a standalone CMS development

As has been stated earlier, there were a number of divisive conditions out of which emerged the possibility of the implementation of the CMS and the impact for forming the quasi-laboratory to test various management practices. An interesting aspect of this report is that it is a representation of the real actors involved. The conclusion of the report is that it is a representation of the real actors involved. However, the analyses of all the details of the existing systems and programs that can be included in the CMS matrix at FPD were not attempted.

No company (within which they studied) has shown a clear lead in all areas of cost management systems. Rather, the companies have been developing in areas of their need and status of existing systems which range from delivery system to strategic costing information, a considerable amount of prototype with pilot exercises being the norm.

Costing information is used to meet differing needs such as fulfilling financial, operational and strategic requirements.

Performance reporting systems were focused on business requirements with special emphasis on the effective use of performance management being widely recognized.

On cost reporting, the companies were experiencing problems such as accuracy and credibility of costing information, timelessness of information, inability to measure and audit values of cost accounting and of cost information."
Figure 2 SAP’s Integrated CMS Structure
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After obtaining formal approval from the group general manager, in March 1991 our 'quasi-laboratory' was formed. This was followed by a plan for the cost system review (CSR) - Stage I implementation. A structure for the quasi-laboratory was also designed. The CSR Stage I implementation plan suggests that during March to May 1991 the structure of the quasi-laboratory was supposed to be put in place.

Fabrication via conceptual design

This conceptual design (CD) stage of fabricating the standalone CMS was primarily set out for identifying the weaknesses and strengths of the existing systems and procedures. The terminology and scope of the work. Initially, there were various discussion forums that dealt with the scope (or implementation) of ISM (material masters and equipment management) RM (cost models) and fiscal year or business area. The new ledger master file management. Segment D is an identifier of a storage location, which resides in the material master file. The cost accounting system in SAP is designed for only one company, all cost centres authorities come under the company segment, that is, B Segment.

Each segment contains several levels of information which can be customized to satisfy specific needs of the organization. For example, the SAP’s RF general ledger system can set the rules for 99 companies. Each company can have up to 99 companies and one company can have up to 99 years. This segmental information is used to maintain the account master file in the balance ledger system. To maintain these hierarchies several transactions need to be run and tables set up.

These are numerous technical details (descriptions) of these operations. From October to November 1990 further demonstrations and training took place on some SAP R/2 Basis system modules in costing and financial accounting areas such as On-line Functions (RS 210), Cost Centre Accounting (RK 010), Cost Centre Planning (RK 020), JOb Order Accounting (RK 100) and Job Order Settlemnt (RK 112). On return from the training course the costing team prepared a document which contained descriptions of the functional requirements of FPD’s CMS to be implemented using the SAP system based on what they could gather and see as significant at the time. On the basis of these functional requirements, at a later date, a set of questionnaires was prepared seeking a response from SAP. The questions were stacked ranging from a general overview of the system, general features of the system and concerning costing and general ledger requirements. It was in February 1991 that the costing team (viz., the Finance and Planning department) took a decision to prototype the suitability of the SAP system in replacing FPD’s existing systems and, that is, the DISC and other feeders systems at FPD

During June and July 1991, for example, several discussion forums had taken place on the ‘training issue’ (which was one of the seven CD issues) of creating a CMS by implementing SAP’s commercial software packages. Various tactics were followed to prototype and lead the discussion on the training issue. As evidenced from a discussion paper (a costing system update, dated 24 June 1991), there were several tactics followed to lead the discussions and prototype the training issue (concerning manufacturing CMS at FPD using the SAP system). These tactics included: pre-meetings and general discussion; issues and questions to be resolved; work breakdown for training and project awareness; recommendations, reasons and justification for recommendations, system administration and its role and functions; and comments and opinions. Similarly, various deliverables were also the subjects of discussion under each of these above topics and were discussed in closed sessions by the members who were initially enrolled in the quasi-laboratory.

It is obvious that detailing all the conceptual design issues would require time and space well beyond the scope of this paper. However, the theoretical relevance of mentioning this is to show how the costing team was hesitant (Preston et al., 1992; Briers and Chua, 2001) in benchmarking the beginnings of a major change that is fabricating an integrated CMS at FPD using SAP technology. However, the training in understanding the proposed systems’ specifications (such as the SAP system) in order to translate them to users, and to design and prototype the new implementation was considered vitally important. This is because buying machines or commercial software packages from an outside developer without developing necessary skills for ongoing system maintenance and support in-house is something like the lady saved in hell, it isn’t done at all. In a similar vein, for example, the project co-ordinator of the standalone CMS project stated in a conversation that ‘Bringing in consultants may expedite a quicker implementation of a project but that knowledge may well walk out through the door when they leave the client’s premises.’

Initial issues in the quasi-laboratory were not only focused on identifying the weaknesses and strengths of the existing systems, defining terminology and identifying the scope of the work, but also on formulating strategic concerns of the CMS implementation. As indicated earlier, a focus of FPD’s CMS development not only comprised the costing and financial accounting systems but also other management information systems. By demonstrating, for example, the relationship of the CMS development scope to FPD’s total HMG at a very broad level, at the time the initial ‘fact-builders’ (the costing team) focused on two levels of strategic plans. One was for ‘world class cost management’ (as they called it) and the other was for the costing system view (which was an initial scope of the quasi-laboratory). At the time, the way in which the costing team stopped and framed the concept of ‘world class cost management’ was as follows:

World class cost management is the provision of information needed by the managers to efficiently and effectively carry out their responsibility in regard to cost management. Cost management information needs can be classified into three categories: strategic, operational, and financial.

(Source: company data)
The objectives and their achievement strategies were also carefully staged and framed. This staging and framing was necessary to 'win over' actor-networks (i.e., allies). Preston et al. (1992: 574–5) argue, 'the text has to defend itself from malevolent readers by explaining how and to whom it should read'. Referring to Latour (1987), Preston et al. (1992) further argued that 'if nothing statement provide an agenda for debate, an object for criticism, a framework for controversy, a benchmark for evaluating success or failure, a text to read between the lines of, and infer hidden meanings in, and a focus for dissent' (p. 575). It is possible that the costing team framed their cost management development strategies for such reasons. However, in a steelworks like BHP-PPD, where over the years engineering personnel had dominated the decision-making and management control system, there exist many contemporary concepts and philosophies such as TQM, PVC, TPM (total performance management); where there exist controversies, friction and cultural barriers within various departments perhaps, at one level, it might be that selling another concept such as 'world class cost management' to the non-finance actor-networks was thought to be a difficult task. On another level, it is possible that it may have been to determine the scope of the costing system development at that stage.

So far, the above story of the fabrication of the CMS at FPD has addressed how the initial strategic concerns of the CMS development were staged and framed and how some aspects of the initial CMS issues were dealt with by the initial participants in the quasi-laboratory. In respect to the strategic concerns as to why such an initiative was being instigated at FPD, a question was posed to some 'key informants' who were involved in the quasi-laboratory, one of whom responded as follows:

First of all the initial emphasis was drawn from the need to replace an outdated costing system, which had been in place for some time, about 15 years. There were lots of dissatisfaction amongst the wide range of user groups who are, if you like, by the existing costing system was not terribly user friendly in that regard. That was the impetus to manage costs and other strategic matters at lower ports within the business. Whereas the key thing that started the process off ... if you look at our [existing] system architecture ... you can see, the system architecture in place was very complicated and old ... most of those systems had been developed in a time when flexibility and capability to do things and the efficiency which things can be done was quite different to what exists now.

(Mr Jim Hall, Chairperson of the Phoenix 21 Project and Manager of the Finance and Planning department at the time. 20 November 1992)

Most people we interviewed believed that the project of the standalone cost management system development was instigated from within the Finance and Planning department in order to replace their old DISC system, which, as mentioned by most respondents, was incapable of meeting the information needs of the management. However, after the conceptual design stage of the standalone CMS development, it was decided to prototype various functionality through functional design. Prototype via functional design

Preston et al. (1992: 574) argue that 'sticking' involves bringing in figures, pictures and numbers to convince the reader and to enable the text (which were scientific papers to Latour) to fortify them. In the quasi-laboratory, there was substantial paperwork that resulted in various prototype documents and design papers. Drawing figures, graphs, pictures, complex system diagrams, charts, use of system's related acronyms, symbols and specialized system languages are part of the everyday activities of the participants (accountants and others) in the quasi-laboratory and therefore, the approach to the presentation of the prototype was also to be that of a costing information in order to prototype the design the new CMS at FPD using SAP technology. Areas that were taken to prototype at the time included: RF-S general ledger system, RK-A job costing system, labour costing system, RK-A service costing, RK-S budgeting system, RK-D process costing system, RK-S cost centre hierarchy system, RM-Mat stock/materials system and BARS (BHP's accounting and reporting systems) interface system. Without all the functionality of business processes was not considered an agency of this paper nor has it been attempted. However, representing the researched organisation's total management information system (MIS) would certainly require a considerable amount of time and space.

Between January and March 1992 various functional design papers were prepared on the areas mentioned above, which were known as the functional design prototypes of the standalone CMS fabrication trial. During the period of discussion, 23 March to 1 April 1992 these design papers were reviewed in closed sessions. Most of the discussions of these review sessions were centred on the 'convincing technical choices' between the differences of the existing system and the proposed SAP system in respect of functionality, of highlighting issues encountered, of recommending solutions where appropriate, and listing benefits and limitations of the proposed system implementation. The language of the discussions was specialized. Expressions such as ABAP, TK 31, TB 01, RK-S and RK-A are SAP system's language. Without knowing the meaning of these symbols and acronyms it is difficult to follow the discussions of the actor-networks.

During 8 and 9 April 1992, three functional design papers were presented before the team leaders of various groups in the quasi-laboratory and a specialist SAP consultant. In each of the presentation sessions, some time was allowed for raising questions and issues. During the question time, there were heated debates between the specialist consultant and the presenters and the team leaders concerning diverse matters for fabricating the CMS. It was a battle for 'convincing technical choices' between the SAP system's functionality and the FPD's existing DISC and other systems.

Consultants are always alert to respond to any questions posed by the participants. For example, whenever any team and/or presenters stumbled on a new controversy dealing with the question of convincing technical choices for the proposed CMS implementation using SAP technology, the consultants always had an answer for them. Consultants, in this case, not only were the suppliers of the software but also agreed to provide an initial ongoing support system. There are many modules, hundreds of inscriptions and functions, which, it is claimed, make the SAP system an integrated package and the company a leading supplier of a mainframe commercial package in the market.

On 14 April 1992, some of the functional design papers were presented before the steering committee of the quasi-laboratory. Not only was the steering committee represented by the executives from the Finance and Planning department but also by other actor-networks within the researched organisation such as Maintenance, Engineering, Supply, Human Resources and BHP-Information Technology. This steering committee had been acting as an 'obligatory passage point' (cf. Collon, 1986) through which all the higher-level decisions concerning matters of the quasi-laboratory had to be passed. It was not just a matter of rhetoric or impressive presentations or stacking paperwork for 'convincing technical choices' that would convince or win over the steering committee (SC) to make the decision in favour of the proposed CMS implementation using the SAP system. Rather, it (SC) needed to be convinced that the later users were going to accept the proposed system; that it was user friendly, flexible and able to be implemented in a cost-effective manner and so on.

In order to mobilize the participants to continue fabrication or to 'maintain the chain', Chua (1995: 119) argues that 'new converts' would need to be formed, critics silenced, competitors overawe, sceptics convinced and technology shown to 'work' in many diverse workplaces. The issue was then to convince the actor-networks within the organisation and convert them to join the costing team. These others (allies to Finance and Planning) not only were sceptics, they were watchful of what had been happening within the other parts of the business. Some wanted to become part of the implementation team from the beginning. For example, the Manager of Maintenance Engineering made the following response to a question:
I joined this project about November 1991 when the project was only a costing system project. It was a year after the Phoenix 21 project was initially conceived by the Finance and Planning people. We had to do a hell of a lot of very strong arguing, the Finance and Planning people, to get the accountants to let us be part of it. We had to argue that Maintenance should be involved because it is a cross-cutting issue. We had to have some representative in the original Phoenix 21 costing project. It was only when we got a new manager of Finance and Planning (Jim Hall) we actually achieved that.

Likewise, it was possible that there were other sceptics and actor-networks (such as the Supply and Human Resources departments) might have kept their eyes from the distance on what was happening at the time without other parts of the business. Despite such possibilities, management decided to go ahead with implementing the system immediately. Rather, they were asked to participate via the steering committee.

During the period May to June 1992 various meetings were held to prototype further ‘work-breakdown’ structures (as they called it). Some of those meetings were aimed at reviewing the individual work progressions in the quasi-laboratory. At the time, the members of the quasi-laboratory were busy with testing the prototype, prioritizing the SAP functionality and increasing the scope of the prototype. At this stage, they were concerned with selecting the modules in order to prototype and design the new CMS. As they continued to work on the prototype, they were focussing on the CMS modules to implement. By this time, they had implemented some of the requirement interfaces. For example, the project manager of the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules. For example, the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules. For example, the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules. For example, the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules. For example, the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules. For example, the tool/build team was considering the need for some of the new modules.

Don’t over-design the system. That’s what SAP consultants keep telling us. There is lots of functionality we don’t even own. We are not intending to build anything special at this stage in addition to the standard functionality of the SAP system. Of course, we will have limited function, limited drill down facility ... we are trying to minimize costs.

These utterances by the development manager (at the time) were basically a reflection of what he might have been informed by the steering committee and the management. That is, the fate of the stand-alone CMS development had become doubtful as it progressed with the expense of developing (customizing) interfaces with other stand-alone systems which were found to be more expensive than the cost of introducing more SAP modules in order to have integration in those areas.

**Fate of the stand-alone CMS development trial: what’s gone wrong?**

On Monday 22 June 1992 a management meeting was held to consider the fate of the stand-alone CMS development trial at FPD. The context of change, as stated in the update of the implementation project, was as follows:

- Stop the Phoenix 21 project introducing a stand-alone cost management system in June 1991 based on SAP release 4.4.
- Reconcile the Phoenix 21 project as an integrated business system to incorporate modules in SAP release 4.5 in:
  - cost management – expanded to include: general ledger, cost centre accounting, work order costing, accounts payable and possibly projects and assets;
  - supply and maintenance management – to include management and costing.

Nothing had gone wrong concerning the stand-alone CMS development; rather it was getting stronger day by day as more enrolments of actor-networks (both human and non-human) occurred.

Also, the initial estimators, the costing team, were not to blame for such happenings. Most of the people interviewed or spoken to supported the opinion that the work done during the stand-alone CMS development was not wasted. Rather, it provided them with a benchmark to further the scope of the quasi-laboratory.

Referring to Latour (1987), Preston et al. (1992) argue that ‘the fate of a technology does not lie in the hands of designers or initial supporters but with those who come after – actors, who are often possessed of different interests and subject to different pressures’. Similarly, the fate of the stand-alone CMS development trial also became subject to change as more internal actor-networks (such as Maintenance Engineering, Supply and others) became part of the team and who certainly possessed different viewpoints, management styles and requirements. Moreover, in FPD, there existed a series of controversies, frictions and cultural barriers amongst various departments, teams and groups, which were sometimes labelled as ‘factions’ and ‘us’ and ‘them’ conflict. Reference to ‘us’ or ‘them’ is made depending on the area a person belongs to. Over the years the expression ‘us and us’ has been used to refer to the conflicts between engineers and non-engineers. Nowadays, it has been extended to various stand-alone entities such as Engineering versus Accounting, Accounting versus Information Technology (IT), Supply versus Engineering, Engineering versus IT.

On 23 June 1992 a meeting was called to which all the members of the quasi-laboratory were required to attend. The meeting was called to indicate some of the future directions of the project; the development manager mentioned, ‘We are looking forward to the status of FPD’s costing system to adopt the best practices in the world’. He confirmed that recommendations were made by the steering committee on 22 June 1992, such as: ‘adopt an integrated business system approach’, ‘retain the latest version of SAP (release 5.0C – R3 system)’, ‘implement by June 1994’. He also announced a change in the scope of the project. There were various issues raised in that meeting. How should the management of the overall SAP implementation? What would be the long-term strategy for such an implementation?

It seemed again a stop/start syndrome. They were learning by making mistakes as well as knowing the impact of others. To mobilize the process, some words of encouragement were made by the development manager to the members as follows:

Look, so far what has been done is not wasted. We are looking forward to one overall design. Our major concern is change management ... need a lot of work to be done on change management. We are looking forward to the next two years from now. We need to re-visit the change management plan. Two years is not a long time for a project like this. From FPD’s point of view going for a commercial package from a third party ... what happens if something goes wrong!

(Tuesday 23 June 1992)

More questions, interventions and questions were raised: what should the members of the quasi-laboratory do then? How long would it take for them to re-organize again?

More enrolments and a new beginning

The stand-alone CMS development project did not succeed as planned. There were many considerations for stopping the stand-alone CMS project and its subsequent reorganisation. The steering committee could not work out with any precision what the cost of ‘interfaces’ would be if they were to develop and customize them in-house (of course, with the help of the regional branch of BHP-IT in Wollongong). Not only did the costs rule out taking such a decision, but the time and effort required to develop valid integrations within all the required feeders systems as well as managing change were also major considerations. Rather, buying standard modules from SAP AG Ltd, which integrated with various feeder systems, was seen as a preferred option. With such a shift of focus...
more enrollments were taking place in the quasi-laboratory. These enrollments included Supply, Maintenance Management, Engineering and Human Resources departments.

With such increasing enrollments in the quasi-laboratory, the focus of the project was redirected from the development of a standalone CMS to an integrated business system (IBS). Although it was a new beginning, at the time, things seemed to be more familiar as compared with the original situation, at least to the Finance and Planning team (the initial design team), when, for the first time, they evaluated some of the SAP's modules (namely, RF, general ledger, RK cost accounting, RK-A order accounting, RM material and other technical support modules).

On the other hand, many questions surround this development. For example, why had the emphasis been shifted to develop an IBS rather than a standalone CMS? What was the role of accounting? What tensions were created as a result of this decision? Why had reaching this conclusion taken so long? What were the implications on the future roles of (management) accountants (or otherwise) within the researched organization? What possible communicative (behavioral) implications do the various occupational groups (the users of the integrated system) have in shaping and managing information under the proposed system at the researched organization? What constraints did the system design team face in building, implementing and deploying the technology (the SAP system)? How did the IBS shape and influence the "life-world" at IBS? What can be done to prevent such situations in the future? What can be done to prevent such situations in the future? These are some of the sub-divided tasks of the 'quality assurance' strategy for the technical support group. The 'programming effort' strategy is sub-divided into such tasks as interfaces, conversion and implementation, problem support and resolution, system testing, system modifications and specialist system information.

A new structure, plan and scope of the quasi-laboratory

It was another beginning for the design team of the quasi-laboratory. That is, a new revised implementation date of 1 July 1993 was enforced to develop an integrated business system (IBS) by stopping the standalone CMS development project (which was previously scheduled to be implemented by 1 July 1993). As mentioned earlier, not only were the considerations of costs and efforts that would have been required to customize the modules to fit the needs of the IBS, but also there were many other issues which forced the steering group to make such a decision. Interestingly enough, though the steering committee had tried to quantify some benefit concerning the IBS development (at least, at the early stage of its development), there were no immediate answers or clear statements. Factors such as complexity and infeasibility were to blame. As at, the time, most of the controversies were focused on the issues of integration within various feeder systems (or sub-systems), an emphasis was placed on forming cross-functional teams to carry out the proposed design at IBS. Following such a decision, six functional teams were formed. The teams included Finance, Supply, Maintenance Management, Engineering, Human Resources and Technical Support teams. Each of the Technical Support teams had some members in each team were assigned cross-functional responsibilities. Each functional team was headed by a team leader and a functional owner. At one level upward in the project hierarchy, there were two managers - a project manager development and an implementation manager. These two managers were headed by a project director who were reported to the project chairperson and the steering committee. However, with the increasing enrollments of internal actor-networks into the quasi-laboratory, it was expected that there would be some force controversies and political struggles or conflicts amongst various occupational groups such as accountants, engineers and IT specialists. With this in mind, a neutral person was appointed as a project director. The new director was neither an accountant nor an engineer, or even an IT specialist. Rather, his educational background was in journalism, and he had worked with the health and safety department of the researched organization for some time. A reason for such an appointment might be to "keep the interested groups in line", especially for keeping the longstanding conflicts or cultural barriers amongst various occupational groups within the researched organization to a minimum.

The organization of the quasi-laboratory was in fact structured on the basis of the agreed scope of the IBS project. An outline of the new scope of the IBS project is represented in Figure 3. In addition to the initial scope of fabricating the IBS as shown in Figure 3, a technical support group was also created outside the cross-functional teams of the quasi-laboratory. The interested members of this group were from BHP IT, which had been providing services for computing and information technology to the researched organization. Not only was the technical support group interested in providing technical services for setting up the initial systems for the design and prototyping of the SAP modules, but they were also involved in developing such strategies as system operating procedures, quality assurance of the system, system administration, programming effort, security, service level agreements, performance measurement, project management and production system. These strategies had been further sub-divided into major tasks to be accomplished. For example, change control procedures, programming standards, walkthrough procedures, estimation matrix and documentation are examples of some of the sub-divided tasks of the 'quality assurance' strategy for the technical support group. The 'programming effort' strategy is sub-divided into such tasks as interfaces, conversion and implementation, problem support and resolution, system testing, system modifications and specialist system information.

A new project plan was put up on the wall of the laboratory. Targets were also set to accomplish the scheduled plan. Besides the project plan and set targets, there were three key principles to be followed in fabricating the proposed IBS implementation, which were also put up on the notice board. These are: 'make minimal changes to standard SAP system', 'focus on core functionality only' and 'maintain business-wide perspective'.

As well, there were many 'project milestones' and many deadlines of priorities between various functional areas. Newly enrolled allies (internal actor-networks) such as Maintenance, Supply and Human Resources were asked to expedite and catch up with the existing finance and planning work. As usual, new enablers into the quasi-laboratory seemed as if they were 'weak hesitantly' (see Prestons et al., 1992) and were skeptical about many happenings in the quasi-laboratory. There were heated controversies, differing opinions, interests and persuasions. At IBS, it was the first time that various occupational groups broke through a very strong cultural barrier in a situation whereby they would be sharing each other's requirements and needs. To them, it had been a longstanding cultural battle. A team leader of the accounting and finance function in the quasi-laboratory once said to a local news agency: 'no longer will it seem a one-way exercise' (KlineNews, 1993).
The gaining of the signature from the group general manager, the highest level of authority in any matter of the quasi-laboratory, was an important consideration to the design team. Once such commitment was obtained, the news spread within the FPD and to the interested parties. For example, in a change management update the following news was made available:

The good news is that the OGM [Group General Manager], Graham Perks, has signed the approval for expenditure to complete activity including functional design by May 1993. It will also allow for consultancy assistance once the requirement definitions are completed late next month (i.e. October 1992).

Although the signature of the group general manager was obtained in September 1992, the implementation/fabrication process of the development of cost management and other systems did not stop. Rather, it was a continuation of the work that had been carried out by the teams of the stand-alone CMS project since July 1992, the time when the direction of the Phoenix 21 took place in order to develop an integrated business system (IBS).

Requirement definitions (RD) phase

The new project was initiated with the ‘requirement definitions’ (RD) phase. The major objectives set out for this phase were as follows: source company data:

- To uncover all potential opportunities for improvement.
- To ensure that no current requirements are overlooked in the system.
- To identify what the Phoenix 21 system should do, expressed in users’ terms: what information the proposed system should present to the users; what input data must be captured to produce the required outputs; what business controls are necessary to regulate the proposed system.
- To identify all relevant business processes.

On 27 August 1992, in a meeting of the project co-ordinators, an overview of the method of developing the documentation of RD papers was explained. The following sequence of activities was recommended to be followed up to prototype overview:

(i) Initiate the phase (ii) Define the scope and objectives of various functional areas (iii) Review the scope and objectives (iv) Analyse the current system context diagram (v) Identify and decompose the business processes (vi) Review the business processes (vii) Draw the business process charts (viii) Describe the business processes (ix) Summarize the proposed interfaces and (x) Review RD reports and sign-off.

In addition to these sequential steps, there were many-dimensional enquiries to establish the ‘requirement definitions’ for the various ‘decomposed business processes’. Examples of such enquiries are as follows. What is (are) the basic input(s) of the process? What is the priority of the process? Break down the process with further specifications by ranking ‘must, highly desirable, optional and not required’. Who is responsible for decomposed business processes? What is the source of input? What are the requirements for interfaces? Identify the degree of process frequency. Prepare system’s context diagram for information process flow. Indicate the output of the process. How should the security and control task be handled? Provide benefits and improvements of the process with the indication of short-run and long-run possibilities.

During October 1992, various RD papers were made available to the steering committee and the ‘functional owners’ of differing departments within the FPD and BHP-IT. These papers were prepared in the areas of cost centre accounting, general ledger, job costing, labour costing, plant maintenance, supply and services, engineering, assets accounting, human resource management, accounts payable, BARS (BHP’s accounting and reporting systems) and operating result analysis. Contents of these RD papers included the scope and objectives, the existing system assessments and context diagrams, the proposed system context diagrams and high-level business processes required for respective functional areas. Take, for example, the RD paper on labour costing, the high-level (draft) contents, which were included, is shown in Exhibit 1.

In a way, the members of the design team of the quasi-laboratory had in fact begun their new journey of fabricating the IBS through initiating the requirement definition (RD) phase. The presentations of other RD papers were found to be somewhat similar in structure. However, the member here is not to provide the details of all these papers and their contents, rather, to point out possible ‘rationsales’ involved in this RD phase of the implementation of IBS. Moreover, the contents that were listed in the above exhibits were very high-level draft listings of the ‘requirement definitions’.

During this phase, there was a series of meetings held in the quasi-laboratory to identify the scope of the work and prototype that the business processes required to develop and implement the IBS at FPD. As the design moved towards its functional design phase, it seemed as if ‘all the ducks were being drawn together’. This was because each individual team and individual team member was busy setting up and checking the internal logic (validity) of system’s functionality and inscriptions.

Functional design (FD) phase

Similar to the RD phase several objectives were also set out for the functional design (FD) phase of the development of the IBS project. Most of the meetings and discussions in this phase were dominated by the convincing technical choices (functionality of the system). The contents of the FD papers were full of process diagrams, flow charts and descriptions of the business processes and system inscriptions that are required to create and maintain online data processing function in an integrated SAP system’s environment. For each of the business processes there were several decomposed business processes, which needed to be maintained. Several tables were set up and transactions run and maintained in order to create, plan and report these decomposed business
processes. For example, to set up the company-specific preliminary information for the SAP system, there was a need for setting up several tables.

Exhibit 1: Contents of labour costing RD (draft) paper

1. Functional Area Scope and Objectives

2. Systems
   2.1 Current Systems Assessment
   2.2 Current Systems Diagram
   2.3 Proposed System Context Diagrams

3. Business Processes
   3.1 List Decomposed Business Processes
   3.2 Business Process Charts and Description
      3.2.1 Set Up Master Data
      3.2.1.1 Define Labour Categories
      3.2.1.2 Identify Provisional Base Percentage
      3.2.2 Process and Calculate Budget Detail
      3.2.2.1 Calculate Total Number of Employees per Cost Centres
      3.2.2.2 Calculate Budget Rates
      3.2.2.3 Define Costs Per Cost Centre
      3.2.2.4 Calculate Budget Provision Costs
      3.2.2.5 Calculate Performance Related Payment
      3.2.3 Process and Calculate Actual Details
      3.2.3.1 Calculate Total Number of Employees per Cost Centres
      3.2.3.2 Calculate Actual Costs
      3.2.3.3 Calculate Actual Provisional Charges to Cost Centres
      3.2.3.4 Review Performance Related Payments
      3.2.3.5 Review General Ledger Accounts

3.2.4 Perform Planned Value Review
   3.2.4.1 Review Provisions

3.2.5 Calculate Workers’ Compensation

3.3 Opportunities for Improvements

4. Proposed Interfaces

Source: BHP-FPD data.

There are many intricacies and considerable flexibility in the operation of the SAP system. Take for example, activity planning in CCA (cost centre accounting), which is a central concept of cost centre planning and budgeting in the SAP system’s environment. It is a basis for establishing unit measures. In the SAP system, ‘activities’ are classified into two broad categories: ‘normal’ and ‘statistical’ activities where the normal activities measure what a particular cost centre does, such as machine hours and labour hours. Thus, in a machining process centre, ‘machine hours’ could be taken as a measure of unit. It is the basis on which the output will be measured. At FPD, these activities are known as ‘standard determinants’. The normal activities, in the SAP system, can also be further broken down to sub-activities. For example, repair work, a main activity, can be broken down to three sub-activities such as emergency, normal, and preventive repairs.

The statistical activities are the activities which are used as an allocation base for distributing indirect costs such as square feet and head counts. Moreover, a normal activity cost can be related to activity as it may be cost independent of activity. However, once again, this ethnocentrism does not attempt to elaborate the details of how the activity planning in the SAP system operates nor does it assume the agency here. There are various tables to be set up and transactions to be run in order to create and maintain the activity planning in the SAP system, such as transactions TK 04, TK 05, TK 06, TK 10, TK 20 and tables T202, T202R, T202T which are used for activity planning. We could give many examples. Theoretically, more examples would lend further support to our earlier argument that an organizational control system is no more than tying together the human and non-human actor-networks within and across various functional areas (both internal and external). That is, it would further enhance our understanding of how various occupational groups at FPD such as Finance and Planning, Supply, Engineering, Maintenance Management and Human Resources departments have attempted to fabricate the BHS by tying themselves to information systems that become a common platform.

Detailed design phase

The field research in the quasi-laboratory was completed before any paper on the detailed design was produced. As the name suggests, the aim of such a phase was to prototype and design in detail functionality of the SAP system that were required to implement the BHS. Some objectives of this phase might also include the following: to specify the data conversion from old to new, to build and test all requirements of the machines and installations (SAP system modules), to estimate the hardware requirements, to redesign systems and procedures, to train the users and prepare for the actual installation of the system.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The design of the system is only a part of the implementation process (Proost et al., 1992, 567). To achieve a victory of the successful implementation of a major system, managing change is a crucial issue. Throughout our analysis it is evident that there are many stop/start syndromes in a major change such as this implementation of a SAP system at FPD. Not only is managing change seen to be limited to convince the actor-network, but also to win over various sceptics and detractors; obtain commitments from higher-level management and overcome various ‘stop/start’ syndromes as well as train the users. Thus, change is not just a constant; rather, it is an outcome of a continuous translation process. This has been the focus for many recent authors in management accounting research as well (cf. Burns and Valvino, 2001; Granlund, 2001; Seal, 2001). At FPD, at the time, it was expected that out of 8,000 employees about 3,000 would use the proposed system. It was not thought to be an easy task to convince all the actor-networks. For example, a key informant responded to an interview question — ‘why does it take a long time to manage a change?’ — as follows:

I don’t think it necessarily takes a long time to manage a change. It depends on the level of change. Simple changes are easy to make. Changes that people have been wanting are easy to make. Changes can be made within a couple of days are not very complicated and easy to make. If there is a need for complex change, such as changing the direction of an organization that takes a long time. A reason it takes a long time is that I think there is usually perceived change required and that the type of change, that is — change to what, is often unknown or at least to be worked out, and more frequently has, to achieve that new change, become complicated. If you take the SAP project, for instance, it’s a complicated change required, a very big part of our operation is in terms of the way we manage our business. So it’s not a change that can be made easily and one that’s going to take a short time because to get through change really requires regarding what impact it has on our business and how we can manage our business in the future. It also requires change in a lot of people in terms of skill and knowledge and in their approach to the job they do. So it is necessary, therefore, for a lot of ownership of the change to occur... because a lot of people are involved. And, assessing this will take time, because there will be issues and concerns people raise that are contrary to the direction we
role of future accountants in managing CMS and other systems at FPFD

King et al. (1992: 294) argue that "anyone involved with leading organizations over the past decade has witnessed an emerging new culture in which managers have become increasingly able, proactive and innovative." According to King et al. (1992), the development of IT (information technology) and its relationship to management accounting is an example of such a culture. Such an emergence has not only created new opportunities and pressures for management accountants, but also challenges their traditional roles as well as the boundaries of what can constitute the nature and scope of management accounting. This ethnography on the implementation of the CMS in an IBS environment has also focused on such opportunities and pressures.

To gather together some information about the future role of accountants a question was posed to a few team members of the quasi-laboratory: "What major roles do you think accountants will play in the future under the proposed system implementation?" The summary of the responses is as follows:

- Information technology is a challenge for accountants.
- Accountants are business process analysts.
- Accountants are involved with process improvement at all levels.
- In an IBS environment there will be less number crunching for accountants. Rather, they will be doing more analysis and reporting types of work.
- Accounting is moving to the two extreme points, that is, to users' desk or input desk and to the centrally controlled offices.
- Accountants need to have multidisciplinary knowledge with a cross-functional focus such as assets' management, maintenance management, sales and marketing, supply and warehousing, and production operations. Because the process of deriving the plans necessitates cross-functional communications and commitments.
- Accountants need a change in attitude to manage cost management systems on a real-time basis.
- Accountants will have more direct control in activity inputs or business processes.
- Some accountants will become (information) systems' administrators.
- There is a greater scope for change to open up new opportunities for managing cost management and other systems in an IBS environment than in the financial accounting as far as data processing and the integration side of it is concerned, of course, in an SAP system environment.

Concluding note

The final cut-off date of involvement of this field study was October 1993, at which time the project was ongoing and which was endorsed to 'go live' on 1 July 1994. At the time, the project members entered another phase, which they called the detailed design phase. Also, at the time they were heavily engaged in the training of the users. The question remains as to when such an investigation process into the quasi-laboratory can be considered 'enough'. However, our story on the fabrication of an integrated business system using the SAP system would further support what Preston et al. (1992: 596) urge:

"Just as the study of science has moved into the laboratory (Labour and Woolgar, 1979) so it may be fruitful if students (and researchers) of accounting in action also examine the practices and discourse of management consultants, systems analysts, software engineers and designers, and accountants involved in fabricating accounting systems."
It is clear from our study that there are many stop/start syndromes in a major change. That is, when the actor-networks (both human and non-human) of any complex change cannot be visualized with the actor-networks that were to be changed. This makes the changes of the rest of the system more visible and simpler to implement. The rest of the system then comes to be seen as a complex system, whose behavior depends on a number of factors, including human and non-human interactions. A critical part of any change is to visualize the changes that are to be made and the changes that are to be left unchanged. Therefore, a change in any part of a system can be seen as a change in the system, and the rest of the system is not changed. This makes the changes of the system more visible and simpler to implement.

The research organization (then BHP-FPD) successfully (otherwise) implemented the SAP system in 1995. At this stage, we suggest further research be carried out to investigate how such implementation has influenced the actor-networks, including accountants, IT professionals, engineers and the organization as a whole.
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NOTES

1. FPD (Finance Product Division) (then SPPD, which stands for Sib & Plante Product Division), is one of the eight major divisions of the BHP Steel Group (BHP Steel) which performed one of the three major divestments of the company’s operations, including iron ore, coal and manganese. In addition, BHP was the main business of the group before other businesses, including exploration and mining, were divested. The company was the first to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995. BHP was the first company to implement the SAP system in 1995.
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- BHP - SPPO list of draft functional design papers of the stand-alone CMS project

Draft paper on RFS general ledger system
Draft paper on RKS job costing
Draft paper on labour costing system
Draft paper on RKS budgeting systems
Draft paper on stock/materials system
Draft paper on BARS (BHP's accounting and reporting systems) interface system

Draft paper on the requirement definitions phase of the IBS project

Draft paper on the requirement definitions on labour costing
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on general ledger
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on cost centre accounting
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on process costing
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on plant maintenance
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on supply and services
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on engineering
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on asset accounting
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on BARS (BHP's accounting and reporting systems) information systems
Draft paper on the requirement definitions on human resources management

BHP - SPPO list of draft papers of the functional design papers of the IBS project

Draft paper on the functional design on labour costing
Draft paper on the functional design on general ledger
Draft paper on the functional design on cost centre accounting
Draft paper on the functional design on plant maintenance
Draft paper on the functional design on supply and services
Draft paper on the functional design on engineering
Draft paper on the functional design on assets accounting
Draft paper on the functional design on BARS (BHP's accounting and reporting systems) information systems
Draft paper on the functional design on human resources management

BHP - SPPO cost system review (CSR) 1989 by the PA consulting group and costing team.

BHP - SPPO DISC Operating Guide 1970

BHP - IT company profile 1993

BHP - SPPO report on SAP presentation evaluation, September 1990

BHP - SPPO SAP’s written response to SPPO, January 1991

BHP - SPPO various minutes on the affairs of Phoenix 21 project


SAP system’s manuals and documents:

- R/2 system: summary of applications, release date 12/1/1989
- RK system: description of functions, cost accounting, release date 02/01/1990
- RA system: functions description, fixed assets accounting, release date 03/01/1987
- RM system: description of functions, production planning and control, purchasing, material management, invoice verification and plant maintenance, release date 02/01/1990
- SAP system – getting started with the R/2 system, release 4.3/B.4, SAP systems documents:

- RK Quick Reference Card 4.3 dated 2/1/91 46 Quick Reference Card 4.3 dated 01/01/92

SAP’s training fields:

- RF010 system – Organizational Element
- RK 110 and RK 112 training field on job order accounting and settlement
- RK 24 and RK 30 training field on cost centre accounting
- RM 002 and RM 001RM system training field on material and plant maintenance
- RK 001 training field on overview and integration

BHP – SPPO costing update 24 June 1991